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Abstract: - This paper presents a study of artificial neural networks for use in stock price prediction. The goal 
of the article is to research financial market efficiency and to recognize major reversal points of long-term trend 

of stock market index, which could indicate a forthcoming crisis or market raise periods. Software was 

developed by using MATLAB to simulate the performance and efficiency of the algorithm.  

A multilayer perception (M.L.P) neural network model is used to determine and explore the relationship between 
some variables as independent factors and the level of stock price index as a dependent element in the stock 

market under study over time. The results show that the neural network models can get better outcomes 
compared with parametric models like regression and others traditional statistical techniques. The hybridized 

approach was tested with published stock data and the results obtained showed remarkable improvement over the 

use of only technical analysis variables. Also, the prediction from hybridized approach was found satisfactorily 

adequate as a guide for traders and investors in making qualitative decisions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The stock market is one of the most popular investments, owing to its high expected profit. However, 

the higher the expected profit, the higher the implied risk. The stock market, which has been investigated by 
various studies, is a rather complicated environment. Neural networks have attracted increasing attention from 

researchers in many fields, including information processing, computer science, economics, medicine and 

mathematics, and have been used to solve a wide range of problems such as data mining, function 

approximation, pattern recognition, expert system and data prediction, etc. The widespread popularity of ANNs 

in many fields is mainly due to their ability to approximate complex multivariate nonlinear functions directly 

from the input samples. Neural networks can provide models for a large class of natural and artificial 

phenomena that are difficult to handle using classical parametric techniques [1]. 

Accurate prediction of stock prices presents a challenging task for traders and investors. Multitude of 

economical, social, political and psychological factors interacts in a complex way to form stock movement 

patterns. The early Efficient Market Theory (EMT) claims that prices move in a random way and it is not 

possible to develop an algorithm of some kind that predicts stock prices [2]. Other researchers contradicted this 
claim and presented considerable evidence showing that stock prices are, to some extent, predictable. 

Forecasting or predicting stock prices may be done following one or a combination of four approaches: 

fundamental analysis approach, technical analysis approach, time series forecasting and machine learning 

[3,4,5]. 

In the early1900s Bachelier indicated similarities of stock price changes to the Brownian motion, or the 

stochastic process. Such results directed Fama [6] to formulate the efficient market hypothesis (EMH), which 

states that all information, which could affect stock prices is already incorporated into them, therefore the best 

guess of stock prices has to be equal to the current price. The validity of the efficient market hypothesis is 

questioned in numerous research works. Some of the researchers explore exceptions of the efficient market 

hypotheses, which occur due to regular or rare events, such as crises, seasonal impacts, market news, calendar 

anomalies (day-of-the week, holiday and other phenomena), or specific features of the particular financial 

markets according to their maturity [7]. 
The issue of stock price forecasting is analyzed by various methods of soft computing, including 

ANNs, probabilistic, and hybrid methods [8]. The scientific research of applying neural networks, hybrid and 

other intelligent analysis methods mostly use the financial variables of market index and return as model input, 

reflecting continuous changes of financial market time series. One of the indicators of analysis of financial 
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series over the selected period is information efficiency, related to measurement of long term correlation 

memory [8]. 

Garcia and Gencay (2000), Gencay (1998), and Qi and Madala (1999) employ ANNs in stock market 
predictions. Qi and Wu (2003), who employ an ANN model with monetary fundamentals, find that their model 

cannot surpass the random walk model. Alternatively, Kiani (2005) and Kiani et al. (2005) use ANN models 

with macroeconomic time series and find that these outperform the linear as well as other nonlinear models 

employed. O’Connor and Madden (2005) evaluate the effectiveness of using ANNs with external indicators, 

such as commodity prices and currency exchange rates, in predicting movements in the Dow Jones Industrial 

Average index. Their results show that there are a few benefits to using these indicators over traditional methods 

based on historical data output only [9]. 

The focus of this paper is to improve the accuracy of stock price prediction by using the hybrid 

approach that combines the variables of technical and fundamental analysis for the creation of neural network 

predictive model for stock price prediction. The technical analysis variables are the core stock market indices 

(current stock price, opening price, closing price, volume, highest price and lowest price, etc.) while the 
fundamental analysis variables are company performance indices (price per annual earning, rumor/news, book 

value and financial status etc.).  
 

II. THE METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATION OF MAIN INDEXES 
Numerous investigations have given rise to different decision support systems for the sake of providing 

investors with optional predictions. For a long time, many stock market experts have employed technical 

analysis for better predictions. Generally speaking, a technical analysis derives a stock's movement from the 

stock's own historical value. The historical data can be used directly to form support and resistance levels, or 

they can be plugged into many technical indicators for further investigation. Conventional research addressing 

this problem has generally employed time series analysis techniques that is, mixed auto regression moving 

average (ARMA) methods as well as multiple regression models [10]. Considerable evidence exists that shows 

that the stock market price is to some extent predictable [11]. 
Consider the basic structure of a feed-forward BPN with a single hidden layer as shown in Fig 1[12]. 

The network consists of N input nodes, K has hidden nodes and M output nodes. Let opm and pm be the output of 

output node m and hidden node k from input pattern p, respectively. Assume km is the network weight for 

hidden node k and output node m, and nk is the network weight for input node n and hidden node k. Also, let 

xpn be the input value in input node n for input pattern p, and tpm be the target output value in the output node m 

for input pattern p. Note that the symbol  represents the difference between the current and the new value in 

the next iteration. The standard BP algorithm is shown below: 

(A) Initialization: Initialize all weights and refer to them as current weight km(0) and nk(0). Set the 

learning rate m and the momentum factor  to small positive values (e.g. 0.1). Set the error threshold E 

and the iteration number i = 0. 

(B) Forward Pass: Select the input pattern xp = {xp1, …, xpN}from the training set and compute opm(i) and 

km(i) using the following equations [13]: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Basic structure of a feedforward BPN 
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Where the activation function is f (x) = 1/(1+ e-x). 

 

Use the desired target tp = {tp1, …, tpM} associated with xp to compute the sum of the squared system error, E(i), 

for all input patterns as follows [14]: 

 

 

 

If E(i) ≤ E, then the algorithm is completed and the convergence is achieved. Otherwise, go to step 

(Backward Pass). 

(C) Backward Pass: Compute the changes of the weights for the next iteration and 

 using the following equations where  is the learning rate and  is the momentum 

[13]: 
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Update the weights for the next iteration  and  and by considering the 

equations [15]: 

 

 

 

 

Due to its relative simplicity, the BPN has become the most widely used NN in recent years. There are 

further issues when using the BPN, including the appropriate number of hidden nodes and layers, selecting the 

training data, fine tuning the learning rate and momentum, avoiding overtraining, the use of threshold, and so on. 
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III. APPLICATIONS IN STOCK MARKET INDEX FORECASTING 
The objective of this research work is to improve the accuracy of daily stock price prediction of stock 

market indices using artificial neural networks. The study used three-layer (one hidden layer) multilayer 

perceptron models (a feedforward neural network model) trained with backpropagation algorithm. Historical 

stock prices of different companies were obtained from published stock data on the Internet. The learning 

function or the activation function that was used is sigmoid function. Generally, the algorithm for our ANN 

experiment is shown in Fig 2 below [16, 17, 18]. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Algorithm for ANN predictive model 

 

For our hybridized approach we identified 18 input variables to train the network comprising both 

technical variables and fundamental analysis variables. 

The technical analysis variables are: The fundamental analysis variables are: 

Oi-1 the opening price of day i-1 Pi-1 the price per annual earning of year i-1 
Oi-2 the opening price of day i-2 Pi-2 the price per annual earning of year i-2 

Hi-1 the daily high price of day i-1 Ri-1 the rumor or news to buy/sell of day i-1 

Hi-2 the daily high price of day i-2 Ri-2 the rumor or news to buy/sell of day i-2 

Li-1 the daily low price of day i-1 Bi-1 the book value of the trading year i-1 

Li-2 the daily low price of day i-2 Bi-2 the book value of the trading year i-2 

Ci-1 the closing price of day i-1 Fi-1 the financial status of a company trading year i-1 

Ci-1 the closing price of day i-2 Fi-2 the financial status of a company trading year i-2 

Vi-1 the trading volume of day i-1  
Vi-2 the trading volume of day i-2  

For the implementation of our hybridized approach, we experimented with the following different 
neural network model configurations 18-3-1, 18-4-1, 18-7-1, 18-9-1, 18-17-1, 18-21-1, 18-23-1, 18-25-1, 18-71-

1 using the MATLAB Neural Network Tools Box version 7. 18 represent the number of input variables, the 

variable values in the middle of the configuration are the number of hidden neurons, and 1 depicts the expected 

single output of the ANN. Training data and testing data were carefully selected and we observed the various 

outcomes of the different network structure models implemented with MATLAB Neural Network Tools Box 

version 7. In training our network model, the test data is not used. It was trained for 10,000 epochs for each 

training set. The output of neural network model was analyzed by comparing the predicted values with the 

actual values over a sample period. For our output to be considered useful for trading decision support, overall 

hit rate of level of accuracy should be considerably high enough to be acceptable. The empirical results are 

presented in the next section. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
After several experiments with different network architectures, the network predictive model that gave 

the most accurate daily stock price prediction was 18-25-1 backpropagation network (BPN) using the hybridized 

approach that combines the variables of technical and fundamental analysis, were used. The results presented in 

table 1 were the findings from testing period (out of sample test data) over different network structures when a 

hybridized approach was used. Figure 3-11 illustrates the correlation of the level accuracy among different 

network structure with the hybridized approach by comparing the actual stock prices with the predicted values 

of stock prices. Over time, the network structure 18-25-1 (Fig.3) gave impressive results over different data set 

of different sample periods. We found out that the accuracy level of the hybridized approach is better than the 

technical analysis approach. Similarly, by the comparing the other figures in hybridized approach with the 
technical analysis approach. The prediction accuracy of hybridized approach was better off. Hence, the 

(1) Define the output 

(2) Choose the appropriate network architecture and algorithm. Multi-layer 

perceptron model trained with backpropagation algorithm was primarily chosen. 

(3) Determine the input data and preprocess if necessary. 

(4) Choose appropriate learning function. 

(5) Choose the appropriate network structure. 

(6) Perform the training and testing for each cycle. 

(7) If the network produce acceptable results for all cycles, perform step 8 else 

perform step 5 to try other appropriate network structures else perform step 4 to try 
with other learning algorithm else perform step 3 to add or remove from input set. 

Otherwise, go back to step 2 to try different neural network architecture. 

(8) Finish - record the results 
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hybridized approach can be used successfully as decision-support in real-life trading in a way that will enhance 

the profiting of investors or traders on daily trading. The level of accuracy of the different ANN configurations 

is presented in the table 1. 
 

Table 1: Sample of Empirical Results of using Hybrid Approach on different Neural Network Predictive Models 

Sample of Daily Stock Price prediction 

Sample 
Period 

Actual 
Value 

Predicted Values with Different Neural Network Predictive Models 

18-3-1 18-4-1 18-7-1 18-9-1 18-17-1 18-21-1 18-23-1 18-25-1 18-71-1 

1 12/01/2013 20.13 21.55 22.19 18.75 18.77 19.21 22.18 22.65 20.63 20.42 

2 12/02/2013 19.26 18.10 18.20 22.43 18.00 17.95 17.24 16.97 19.31 17.14 

3 12/03/2013 18.39 16.28 16.99 21.07 21.03 22.18 18.94 19.40 17.85 21.00 

4 12/04/2013 21.09 19.34 21.73 19.33 19.35 19.14 23.08 23.75 20.22 21.87 

5 12/05/2013 22.35 20.04 20.31 21.56 20.21 21.57 19.63 19.42 22.04 20.09 

6 12/08/2013 19.84 22.76 17.54 22.74 21.66 23.08 19.28 18.98 19.13 21.45 

7 12/09/2013 17.13 21.19 19.40 19.20 20.11 17.25 19.87 21.45 16.55 18.33 

8 12/10/2013 18.96 18.34 15.96 21.39 21.08 19.24 22.54 21.47 19.24 18.01 

9 12/11/2013 20.51 22.09 20.71 17.34 19.25 18.37 20.94 16.73 20.98 21.14 

10 12/12/2013 21.36 19.00 20.96 16.99 23.49 20.14 22.60 18.72 22.11 18.62 

11 12/15/2013 19.55 17.58 18.17 20.47 18.21 19.40 21.76 23.04 18.89 19.20 

12 12/16/2013 19.67 17.43 19.00 22.16 16.12 19.34 18.20 21.79 20.41 22.83 

13 12/17/2013 20.32 21.97 22.92 19.01 23.17 19.25 19.41 19.68 20.33 18.14 

14 12/18/2013 21.88 22.67 18.58 19.32 21.68 21.57 19.00 18.84 21.90 22.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3. Network Predictive Model 18-25-1 
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Fig 4. Network Predictive Model 18-3-1 

 
Fig 5. Network Predictive Model 18-4-1 
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V. CONCLUSION 
This paper reported a hybridized approach of the combination of the variables of technical analysis and 

fundamental analysis to design and implementation a feed forward multilayer perceptron ANN predictive model 

trained with a backprogation algorithm for improved accuracy of stock prediction and the evaluation of the 

usefulness of the ANNs for use as decision support in a real trading situation. The characteristics of the 

suggested model include symbolizing of financial time series, which reduces its volatility without losing data 

quality as in the case of smoothing. 

To determine the performance of our model, an empirical study was carried out with the published stock data 
obtained from the Internet, where the hybridized approach was compared with the use of only technical analysis. 

The empirical results obtained showed high level of accuracy for daily stock price prediction with a hybridized 

approach performing better than the technical analysis approach. Therefore, the hybridized approach has the 

potential to enhance the quality of decision making of investors in the stock market by offering more accurate 

 
Fig 6. Network Predictive Model 18-7-1 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig 7. Network Predictive Model 18-9-1 

 

Fig 8. Network Predictive Model 18-17-1 

 

Fig 9. Network Predictive Model 18-21-1 

 

Fig 10. Network Predictive Model 18-23-1 

 

Fig 11. Network Predictive Model 18-71-1 
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stock prediction compared to existing technical analysis based approach. In future work, we intend to determine 

the critical impact of specific fundamental analysis variables on quality of stock price prediction. 
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